
Melissa Rose 

I have to tell you both I think something major is going to blow up on all of this that will not help your 

causes...I put you both on this message as I felt it necessary...I cannot reveal what it is as if I wish to 

continue to find out more I must hold cards close for now( I am NOT a poker player either so I 

apologize if I irritate in this) but from what I am hearing I would urge you both to marshal whatever 

forces you have to get WDFW to pause in culling Profanity for now if you & they think that is a viable 

option (& it might not be as I'm told b y voices in the conservation community that the state wolf plan 

would not allow it) BUT ifd it is not do whatever you can to STOP or pause any discussion of actions on 

any other packs...if you either have any resources you could call upon to pledge $$$ for relocation I 

might even suggest getting to media sources with a prepared statement of how where when & what 

you could offer money wise to relocate any of these furry critters...if you can get this out to public 

play on public sentiment quick... 

 

 

8/26, 12:01pm 

Show Images 

Douglas Lopes 

I'm not sure if it will work with the profanity peak pack tho - it may be too late by now:( my concern is 

more packs suffering the same way 

As I said, I just heard they are now considering going after the huckleberry pack and another 

pack..why why why why 

 

 

8/26, 12:06pm 

Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

Senator McCoy has already told me that his ass wdfw just to stop to get tribal involvement from tribes 

in Washington State I'm putting together an article from our conversation I just got off the phone with 

him I think there's a lot more dirty stuff going on there than what we see 
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Melissa Rose 

correct...this is why I suggest what I do...something else much worse might be coming down the pike 

so to speak recall these neanderthals want to seize all public lands & the fact is tribal elders in trhe 

Colville band tell me many of the Colvilles no longer even know or honor their historical beliefs on this 

...discussions in the CCT group now reveal that...I have a call into candidate Joe Pakootas now also I 

know his campaign manager will call or email me back as I am on Veterans committee but he might 

not even be able to make strong statement...some of the elders do not particularly like him 

either...IMHO if someone can do follw up interview & offer pages of facts surrounding cost orf welfare 

ranching that might make more difference along with what I suggested above...YOU know best please 

get that I get that I am outside looking in but the more outsiders I share grazing $$ #'s with the more 

anger is building ...even among those who do not really care one way or another about wolves 
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Melissa Rose 

There IS much more dirty stuff YES 

Mike Blankinship Stevens Co Cattle Assn 2 St Co BOCC members Joel Kretz 

& some others... 
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Douglas Lopes 

Ah shit - I've gotta run - I will catch up when I can tho - sorry - sometimes life sucks at the wrong time 

:( 
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Melissa Rose 

Joel Kretz Shelly Short & I think all 3 BOCC from Okanogan Co 

ok 

run & do 
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Roger Dobson 

I understand completely Melissa Senator McCoy also asked me to reach out to the Colville Tribal 

Council and ask them to actually endorse our cause as far as offering a viable solution for relocating 

these wolves to our sanctuary 
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Melissa Rose 

GOOD! 

I will if ok mention this to jowe Pakootas? 

Joe 

 

 

8/26, 12:08pm 

Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

He also thinks and agrees with us that cattle have no business where are native species reside 

I'm working on that article I did record a phone conversation so I can get most of it correct 

I also asked him if he was busy September 14th and 15th so I can meet him at the wac meeting in 

North Bend sadly he said he apologized that he was already booked 

Laughing my ass off The wac 

Oh I forget you have a good phone 

Melissa anything if I tell you you tell anybody that you want to I don't give a s*** what it is you tell 

them 

Everything I say I make public anyway except for those certain things that I'm asked not to rest 

assured that anything that I tell you I want told to everybody including blow hard Blankenship 
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Melissa Rose 
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ok so this WAC on SEpt 14 & 15? open to public or not? 
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Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

I will check to see if it is open to the public 
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Melissa Rose 
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Roger Dobson 

Regardless it's going to be open to a protest so they will probably uninvite to the stakeholder table 
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Show Images 

Melissa Rose 

not related this this but essential viewing none the less: 
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Melissa Rose 

http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/rewrite-the-protests-at-standing-rock-751440963846 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 
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Roger Dobson 

I just got off the phone with Wolf Conservation Center they're having an individual contact us 

regarding our direct action that we started I need to get this recognized on a national level like the 

judge wants so we can actually make something happen here I also have a phone call in to slow down 

with the Colville tribe that's where I'm starting out there waiting to hear back from them 
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Melissa Rose 
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Melissa Rose 

great I am off to Republic & will be speaking privately about it t5o a local rancher who I think is on 

your side 

 

 

8/26, 12:43pm 

Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

Very good I haven't heard back from Colville tribe yet I just got off the phone with California Wolf 

Center she doesn't know that she can support us because we Advocate against Ranchers have been 

grazing allotments bunch of f****** pussies 
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Roger Dobson 

Let me know I'll give it give the Rancher my phone number if you want I don't care I'm also a 

representative for foxlights currently in the negotiation stages with Julie Young and aphis to get a real 
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scientific study done on them provided that I can get enough travel involvement and tribal grants in 

order to do the study 
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Roger Dobson 

Give the Rancher my phone number Direct if he would like to speak 

Gotta love voice recognition 
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Melissa Rose 
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Melissa Rose 

ok 

thx 
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Roger Dobson 

Thank you 
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Melissa Rose 
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Melissa Rose 

A Lakota freinds of mine just called on his way to sweat...he does not call woman or speak to women 

that day ...LOL his wife told him of my comments...he is always silent on all of this as he is elder & is 

concentrating on other things for his tribe...he thanked me & I have done nothing ...that felt good 
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Melissa Rose 
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he does like how I grill salmon tho 
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Roger Dobson 

Cool, send him to me I Need all Tribes ;) 

LOL 

I challenge you to a Grill off 

LMAO 
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Douglas Lopes 

The fbi just interviewed me about the usfws. Guess they have determined it's worthy of investigating 

them for corruption! 1 of our petitions is making noise 

 

 

8/26, 1:59pm 
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Melissa Rose 

FBI??? Interviewed yoj about Us Fish & wildflie??? 
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Melissa Rose 

OK guys this is weird...I went to town to meet a freind whose neighbor is a rancher who said he 

wanted to talk to me...but she did not show & I had to stop by my veterinarians office & I asked the 

vet who is old family here with both white & tribal background about the situation & she said she 

hated it & I said me also but why not5 relocate wolves who like taste of slow elk rather than kill them? 

Her ears perked up & said where to Seattle? LOL right...well I told her of Roger Dobson efforts to 

move the prof pack to Cowlitz tribe area & she said that is only Yakima LOL I said no it is coast area 

Cowlitz river etc? She thinks it is a great idea & is flummoxed why WDFW is not biting!!!She could be 

ally although she would be hostile ally as she works on cows & such right? 
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Roger Dobson 

They would be in a sanctuary in Northern California and possibly Montana 
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Melissa Rose 

THEN on way home at MP 169 across from Curlew Lake State park on Highway here is tail of 

something going though trees & I think coyote or what? Thick tail though...then on other side of 
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highway black bear cub adolescent with yellow nose...big thing he was( 5th black bear I've seen in 2 

months between here & Keller Ferry) he may have been chasing whatever this critter was but now he 

is on side of road coming up out of ditch not giving chase to anything & then he stood on hind legs at 

front of my red car...my dog in back starts chortling in throat at sight of him I have put flashers on so 

no one will try to pass me( I always give bears & Cougars all time they like never try to push 

them...deer on other hand I honk at to move along-deer are so think in Ferry County they are like 

large rodents with hooves to some) & this black bear adolescent just looks & looks at me...I am not 

native I am Russian, Scotch & Irish, no native blood at all no idea what Black bear means but then 

cowboy hat driver of truck behind my Subaru hon ks & bear off =his hind legs & off into5 ditch & up 

hill fast as a shot...Damn cowboy hat in truck ---we r instructed by sheriff to report all wild animal 

sightings to dispatch with location etc for "records" I* will not do it. 
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Melissa Rose 

Can you give information on sanctuary location's I will help now but still sit on barb wire fence in 

public posts comments...bear seems to say something I do n ot know what I will call my Colville elder 

buddy to ask now 

I wish to find out if it is only bear time for berries(there were no chokecherries or any berries in this 

area...possibility he hoped t5o go to state park LOL 
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Roger Dobson 

California, and Montana TY 
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Melissa Rose 

ok so details to the media on this...it is vital you show there is a reasonable alternative...IMHO Lou 

agrees the fact that the person I spoke with in town is all about supporting the ranchers but she was 

really interested in this alternative speaks volumnes... 

I have to run again but will check in later 
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Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

K... thank you 

If you would like to help word a press release... :) 

Perhaps 

Just doing a little pleading here 

Lol 
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Melissa Rose 
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if you get a ton of stuff together & hack out a sort of really rough draft I'm happy to help... 
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Roger Dobson 

Cool 
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Melissa Rose 

press release seem best if short & sweet & too point FYI so consider with care..I will have some time 

after I work Fly In tomorrow & Rail Trail grand opening Sunday .we already have looks like 40 planes & 

more flying over bmy place now & it will be big as our fires last year cancelled it...plus rail trail grand 

opening is HUGE for me as I co founded this 27 miles rail trail. It is listed someplace on my page 
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Roger Dobson 

Oh my.. I can get the first one done 

I will say our follower in ferry County after speaking with locals... etc 
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Melissa Rose 

well if you don't mind I can carve out time ot look at whatever your draft in between I must run to 

town now but will have time later...& the fly in I work with Life Flight Air ambulance volunteering to 

show folks the plane so I can be done by 3 pm tomorrow too 

& after being out in sun al lthat time I'll be ready for some screen time 
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Roger Dobson 

Lol k 

So Rancher McCarron wrong name but you know who I mean I can spell his name correctly actually 

called the vet out for a hundred dead cows 

Voice recognition doesn't like his name either 
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Melissa Rose 

McIrvin 
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Roger Dobson 

Yep 
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Melissa Rose 

Lou said if any of these undocumented #'s get out to public we all must remind them that thew are 

not verified 

gotta run 

chat later 
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Roger Dobson 

OK I am going to publish that as well not verified yet 
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Melissa Rose 
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Melissa Rose 

no way do not give any credence to their lies 

shit now I start to sound like you all LOL 
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Roger Dobson 

We're not trying to give Credence to their lies what we're trying to do is expose them for their lies 
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Melissa Rose 
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Melissa Rose 

To public on my own page 
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Melissa Rose 

To PUBLIC about the Profanity Wolf Pack situation here in Ferry County: Roger Dobson, a Tribal elder 

in Cowlitz Tribe on the west side has been trying to get WDFW to listen to his & other tribes 

suggestion to place the offending wolves in a sanctuary in either California or Montana so they do not 

have to be killed. He has not had much luck although yesterday he was interviewed by NPR and that 

segment was widely heard...he hopes to make some inroads now...the state wolf recovery plan does 

not include any tribal representation at all which I think is a huge error. How on earth can you hope to 

help wolves and other wildlife to recover & to restore a healthy balance without the help of Indian 

Tribes in your state that have a ton to gain from it also? There are a lot of folks locally & state & 

nationwide who do not wish to see the critters killed or our tax dollars used in this way: over $11,000 

per kill (that is what it cost to cull the Wedge pack in 2011 or 2012 over $76k for 7 wolves!). It seems 

like huge misuse of tax money when Tribes do want to help defray-pay the cost of rounding the 

offending critters up & placing in sanctuary. I hope Mr. Dobsons efforts will succeed so all can feel like 

it is not a total loss to either ranchers or to the plan ...I am not saying I do or do not support wolves in 

WA ST but this solution to me seems like a far better alternative than cruel & costly killing from the 

air...I saw Konzes calf do not get me wrong...there is pain on both sides I do get that folks...Please look 

to his page & also to Protect The Wolves to learn more? Hoping for a non lethal solution to this whole 

thorny issues and visualizing all of us moving forward together! Now...hamburgers on the grill time! 

August 26 
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Melissa Rose 

I said I would share articles as they pop into my feed 

Attachment Unavailable 

This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have permission to 

share it with you. 

August 27 
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Douglas Lopes 

Must apologize for not getting back to the discussion yesterday! After that interview with the FBI I had 

a few messages and warnings to post so no one posts any thing wrong! Apparently our email has 

sparked an investigation into the USFWS 
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Roger Dobson 

posting a Letter that I am asking for help to email to All Tribes in Wa at The Request of Senator McCoy 
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Douglas Lopes 

ok 
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Roger Dobson 

It should post to FB in a sec 
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Douglas Lopes 

ok :) 
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Show Images 

Roger Dobson 

its on PTW, shring to my page now 
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Douglas Lopes 
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Douglas Lopes 
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Roger Dobson 

shared to My pg aswell 
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8/27, 10:46am 
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Douglas Lopes 

shared! I'm calling Shawn Cantrell of http://www.defenders.org/take-action/actions out! 

Defenders.org claims that they didn't and will not take part in the wolf removal! How do we know 

that's factual? We've been lied to all along, plus there was no explanation or facts about his 

involvement! What did he do? Why was he even on that board? Obviously he didn't do anything 

helpful for the Profanity Peak pack! We want answers! We are prepared to boycott everything to do 

with defenders right now, in fact many people already have! 

 

 

Current Action Alerts 

Index views for 'page' like content types. 

defenders.org 
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Roger Dobson 

they already said it was sad.... We already put them on front Street... type in his name and Protect The 

Wolves 

Those Cocksuckers Bailed out on The Redwolf we all already know that, yet they continue to post it as 

one of their actions 
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Douglas Lopes 

yes that is why I am calling him out - those are bullshit answersw 

guess a lot of people blasted defenders last night on twitter - saw a bunch of boycott posts 
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Roger Dobson 

Look on Protect The Wolves... we have people disowning them! 
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Douglas Lopes 

August 27 
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Melissa Rose 

 


